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Prescribing Endomorphism Algebras.
The Cotorsion-Free Case.

BERTHOLD FRANZEN - RÜDIGER GÖBEL (*)

0. Introduction.

In this paper we continue investigations from [3], which started
in the early sixties with A. L. S. Corner’s paper [1] and [2]. We want
to obtain more detailed information about the category of R-modules
over some class of non-zero commutative rings R. Let R have a

fixed countable and multiplicatively closed subset 8 - S(.R) contain-
ing no zero-divisors such that 1 E S. The only demand on R will be
S-cotorsion-freeness of its R-module structure R+. This requirement
on an R-module can be expressed as a topological condition as well
as an algebraic condition; here is its topological version: The S-topology
on an R-module H is generated by the set which is a

countable basis of neighbourhoods of 0 E .H. It is of course Hausdorff

if and only if n sH = 0 or, as we also say, if and only if H is S-reduced.
sets

The module H is S-torsion-free if its socle H[s] _ sh = 0}
vanishes for all s E ~’. Another notion which can also be easily ex-
plained from topology, is purity. The submodule X of .g is S-pure
in b if and only if X n sg = sH for all s E ~‘. We denote by 11 the
completion of .g in the S-topology; then H is S-pure and S-dense
in 11, is S-divisible in the obvious sense. An S-reduced
and S-torsion-free R-module .H~ is S-cotorsion-free if and only if

(*) Indirizzo degli AA.: Fachbereich 6, Mathematik, Universitat GHS

Essen, D-4300 Essen 1, Germania.
Financial support for this paper was furnished by the Deutsche Forschungs-

gemeinschaft under the title « Zerlegunssätze von Moduln ».
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Hom (R, H) = 0. We shall normally omit the prefig S as S is fixed
throughout this paper. The notion of cotorsion-freeness originates
from non-commutative groups [11] and is essential for many investi-
gations in module theory and in particular for abelian groups, see
e.g. [3, 4, 5, 13]. The class of cotorsion-free modules can be character-
ized in many ways; for example a module .H over a Dedekind domain
.R with S = Rn(0) is cotorsion-free if and only if .H is torsion-free,
reduced and has no submodules isomorphic to Rp, the completion of
the localisation of 1~ at some prime ideal P. Hence a Dedekind do-
main R is not cotorsion-free if and only if I~ is a field or a complete
discrete valuation domain. In this case, the implication of our main
result is obviously totally wrong. Hence we assume that R is (as above)
a cotorsion-free ring (for some fixed S).

The second standard notion needed also relates to topology. The

endomorphism algebra End (.g) has a natural topology in which
End (H) is Hausdorff and complete. It is the finite topology, the
analogue of weak convergence of operators in functional analysis;
a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 consists of the right ideals

where F ranges over all finite subsets of H, cf. L. Fuchs [7, Vol. 11,
p. 221]. For any infinite we obtain a finer topology by
admitting all subsets .F’ of l~ with cardinality less than x in (*), which
we call the x-topology. Note that the N,-topology is the finite topology
on End (.H). The x-topology turns End (H) into a complete topological
ring. This can be verified in the same manner as the completeness of
End (H) in the finite topology, cf. [7, Vol. II, p. 221]. Apparently
only the S-topology and the finite topology were useful tools for the
investigation of torsion-free modules. Here, however, the Ki-topology
happens to be the natural concept.

MAIN THEOREM: Let A be an R-algebra, H a faithful right
A-module and a cardinal. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) H is a cotorsion-free R-module such that A is a pure sub-
algebra of End (H) which is closed in the N1-topology of
End (H).

(b) There exists a cotorsion-free R-module G of cardinal kN.
such that
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(1) End (G) is topologically isomorphic to A, where End (G)
is equipped with the finite topology and A carries the to-
pology induced by the N1-topology on End (H).

(2) G contains a (S-)dense and pure A-submodule B which is
isomorphic to a direct sum of A many copies of H.

Note that the R-algebra A acts by right multiplication on H.
This allows us to regard .A as a subalgebra of End (.g) since H is a
faithful A-module.

The implication (b) =&#x3E; (a ) is easily established: statement (b ) (1 )
gives the completeness of A in the N1-topology, because End (G) is

complete in the finite topology. Thus A is closed in End (H) in the
Ki-topology. Statement (b ) (2 ) yields the remaining properties in (a) :
In particular .H is cotorsion-free as a submodule of the cotorsion-free
module G. To check the purity of A in End (H) assume

Then cp induces an endomorphism of B acting like cp on each coor-
dinate. This endomorphism lifts to a unique endomorphism p of

~ = G. Now r’1 s.~ = sG and the torsion-freeness of G
shows 99 c End (G) = A; i.e. A is pure in End (H).

The following sections are devoted to the proof of the converse.
Our Main Theorem leads to three corollaries, where two of them

(1 and 3) include principal results in [3] and [8], respectively, and one
(corollary 2) was our chief concern and starting point. In the case

H = A+ the topologies in question are discrete and we derive

COROLLARY 1: Let A be a cotorsion-free R-algebra and I any
cardinal &#x3E; JAI. Then there exists a cotorsion-free R-modnle G of

cardinality Zt4o such that End (G) = A. The module G contains a

direct sum of 2 many copies of A as a dense and pure submodule.

In the case of cardinals with _ 1 this is (except for the topo-
logical extension mentioned in (3)) the Theorem 6.3 of [3]. For (large)
strong limit cardinals 2 it has been proved at first in [5] and a (dif-
ferent) topological extension in [6]. If S is not countable, the analogous
result was proven in [10].

COROLLARY 2: If H is a cotorsion-free R-module and I is
a cardinal, then there exists a cotorsion-free R-module G with
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End ((~) rov End (H~). The module G contains a direct sum of A many
copies of H as a dense and pure submodule and has cardinal 

The corollary answers a question which was recently raised by
A. L. S. Corner (Oxford).

In [4] a similar result was derived under the axioms of ZFC +
+ Y = L. Corollary 2 has two immediate consequences.

By induction on the class of ordinals 0 we obtain a sequence
of cotorsion-free modules such that .HZ is (isomorphic to)

a submodule submodule of .H~ for all ordinals Hom = 0

and End (Hi) = End (g~ ). Such a sequence is called a semi-1igid
ctass. We summarize one of the main results in [8], which is our

COROLLARY 3: There exist semi-rigid classes of cotorsion-free
R-modules.

This links our result to torsion theories; see [8].
From Corollary 2 we also derive a new proof of a problem posed

by J. T. Hallett and K. Hirsch in [14]. A proof is given in [12], however
applying Corollary 2 is much more natural and needs no explanation.
Just recall that the group of units of End (g) is the automorphism
group Aut (H). Let .R = Z and assume Aut H is finite for some
torsion-free H. How many different groups H realize UY Without
loss of generality we may assume that the given group g is cotorsion-
free. We derive from Corollary 2 that there is a proper class of abelian
groups H with Aut (H) gz U.

Finally we would like to add some remarks concerning the proof
of our main theorem. We will not include references in the proof, however
it is a composition of several ideas, some of them should be new. We
will follow the direction given in [3], however, the expert will realise
that one of the fundamental arguments in [3] (which is the key al-
gebraic lemma 4.5) is not adequate in the new situation. We will use
the idea of «too large endomorphisms ~ and «B-bounded maps »
from [10] in order to deal with this problem. Vie to em-

phasize that the new ideas used in section 3 could be a good starting
point for further investigations. This might also be indicated by the
fact that the given arguments are by no means artificial, which was
a great surprise while working on this problem. Shelah’s «Black

Box », proven and applied in [3], has been extended to Shelah’s

« Stationary Black Box)&#x3E; [19]. While [19] employs model theoretic
arguments for its proof, we will prove it by an elementary counting
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argument in the fashion of [3]. We will use this opportunity also to
include a larger class of cardinals, so the « vatican-problem» in [3] is

really settled. We should also remark that all the algebraic proofs
could be based on a more primitive combinatoric as used in [5, 6, 16]
(nevertheless derived from model theory in [17]). However, the

stronger combinatorial principle-in particular the «Stationary Black
Box »-first used in [10], simplifies the algebraic arguments con-

siderably.
Using [3, 10, 12] the reader will observe that the proof given in

the next sections can be extended to derive the following more general
results.

(1 ) The restriction 181 is not necessary. In this case

topological arguments have to be replaced by conditions on solubility
of finite sets of equations; see [10].

(2) We will prove the Stationary Black Box under the restriction
cf (~,) &#x3E; roo Moreover, in the Appendix we will sketch the proof of
the Black Box for the case cf (~,) = c~. Our proof uses simple counting
arguments and no model theory as in [19]. It is then easy to derive a

Stationary Black Box with cf (~,) = m.

(3) The implication of the main theorem can easily be changed
into the existence of a rigid system i E where each Gi sat-
isfies the conditions on G in the theorem and also Hom (Gi, = 0

for i ~ ~. The proof of this extension is similar to [3] or [12].

In order to have a transparent and straight proof these extensions
have been omitted.

Once and for all we fix a sequence qn (n  co) of non-units in S
with qn.R and n = 0. Further X), denotes the pure

nco

submodule generated by ~, X a subset of a torsion-free module.

1. Shelah’s stationary black box.

Similar to [3] this section is devoted to the combinatorial methods,
which are fundamental for this paper. The combinatorial results
in [3; Appendix] are based on S. Shelah [18]. Here we will need a
stronger theorem which is taken from S. Shelah [19]. Again, we have
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simplified the combinatorial construction and we will replace model
theoretic arguments in [19] by more immediate and very elementary
counting arguments. Some of the notions are taken from [3].

(1.1) Let A be any infinite cardinal of cofinality cf A &#x3E; cv. We take
T = 01 &#x3E;A to be the tree of all functions r : n - A (n  ro) partially
ordered in the canonical way, if and only if dom (J) C dom (r)
and a == 7: (dom (~). By the length of r we mean l(r) = dom (7:).
Clearly T ~ = A. Recall that a maximal linear ordered subset v of a

tree is called a branch, i.e. in this case v is of the form v = (Jn : n  m)
for some un e T with dom (an) = n and an  (n  The col-

lection of all branches of a subtree U of T will be written as Br ( ).

(1.2) We let with for all 7: E T. Every ele-

ment g E 13 can be represented uniquely as a convergent sum

where gt E H 7: and for each n  oi the set {-r E is finite.

Thus the support [g] = {1;’ E T: 0) is at most countable. The

support of a subset P of B is taken to be [P] = U [p]. Note that [P]
_

is countable if P is countable and that the closure P of P in the

S-topology has the same support as P, provided P is a pure submodule
of B. The norm of -r E T is defined as

for a subset U of T by 11 U II - : 7: E ZT~ c ~. For elements

or subsets of P their norms are meant to be the norms of their sup-
ports, compare with the definition of « orco » in [19]. Note that

~~ P ~)  ~, whenever P is countable since, ef 2 &#x3E; a~.

(1.3) By a canonical submodules of B we mean a pure submodule P
of the form P = P(X, T~’) = for some countable subset W

TEW

of T and some submodule X of H generated as a pure Sllbmodule by
at most countably many elements, where for all r E T.

Then the collection of all canonical submodules, denoted by C, sat-
isfies the following two conditions:

given PEe and a countable subset X of B there exists 
with 

(b) C is closed under countable ascending unions.
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(1.4) DEFINITION : A partial trap pn of length n  to is a triple
pn - (/"q Pn , where f n : n’ cv --~ T is a tree-embedding (i.e. a length
and order preserving injection), Pn C- C and g~n E Hom (Pn, B). By its
norm we mean 11 = 11 Pn 11 - We denote by J n (n  ro) the collection
of all partial traps of length n.

Note that there are exactly All- many partial traps of length n.
We use this fact to code them in a suitable way in the following lemma,
which is similar to a lemma in [19].

(1.5) LEMMA: (a) There are functions cdn : 5o X J 1 X ... X 5,n -*A such
that the map
an injection.

(b) There is an injection c: such that c(a, P, y) &#x3E; y
for all  2.

PROOF: (a) There is an injection , since I

We also choose bijections dn : n+1Â - A (n  ro). Then the functions

cdn given by

are as desired; suppose and are two distinct elements

from IT say Then there is some such that

as e is injective. But this implies · Thus d

is injective.

(b) Any decomposition of 2 into 2 many pairwise disjoint sub-
sets of cardinality 2 yields pairwise disjoint subsets WY (y  ~,) of

cardinality ~, whose elements are greater than y. For each y C ~
we choose injections ey: 2 x A -&#x3E; -wy. Then the function.

defined by c(ocy fl, y) = cY(a, fl) is as desired.
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(1.6) DEFINITION: A trap p is a triple p = ( f, P, ~) where
-+ °&#x3E;I = T is a tree embedding, PEe and is a homo-

morphism from P into its closure P in 13, satisfying the four conditions:

(a) Rang f C [P] ; .

(b) [P] is a subtree of T, i.e. [P] implies cr E [P];

(c) 

(d) 11 v ii 11 whenever v E Br (Rang f ).

Then the norm of p is meant to be We call p a V-trap for
a subset V of A, if 

(1.7) THE STATIONARY BLACK BOX. Let V be a stationary subset of
S~ _ f 6  A: ef 6 = Then for some ordinal 1*  (1"0)+ there is a
transfinite sequence of V-traps px ( f a, Px, pa) (a  A*) such that
for  A*,

(a)  lip 13 11 Whenever a  (1;

(b) Br (Rang n Br (Rang f13) _ ~ if 

(c) Br (Rang n Br ([Pa]) - ~ whenever fl + 

(d) for any countable subset X of .~ and any E End (13) there
exists a  ~1* such that

PROOF: We begin by describing a method that assigns to certain
sequences of partial traps genuine traps. To this end let PI e S,
(I  n) be given. Then this finite sequence determines a tree embedding

= -+ T given by = if and
- it where c and cdn

are as in (1.5). Then clearly is atree embedding with

We call a sequence of partial traps (n ro)
admissible if, for every n  ro,
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(ac2 ) Pn!: 9 Pn 9?n C Pn+l and Rang U where

[Pn] denotes the generated subtree of T generated by [Pn],

(a3) = 

Each of these admissible sequences of partial traps gives rise
to a genuine trap

p = U q, . This definition makes sense, since f n 9 7 Pn C and
nw

99n C for all n  co. P is indeed a canonical submodule by (1.3)(b)
and conditions (1.6)(a), (b ) are obviously satisfied. To check (1.6 ) (c),
(d) consider any branch v of Rang f . Given n  co there is a unique
i, E v of length = n and a unique an C nro such that ’in = 

But then

We call those traps admissible that are determined by admissible
sequences of partial traps. Conversely, we can recover the admissible
sequence (pn)n« of partial traps used for the construction of the
admissible trap p = ( f , P, q) from any branch v of Rang f ; namely
from (1) we can compute for all since c is injective
and by (1.~)(a) we have == 

We will show that the theorem holds for a suitable well-ordering
of the set T, of all admissible V-traps. By what we have just shown
the ranges of the tree embeddings of two distinct admissible traps
have no common branch, and thus condition (b) is satisfied, no matter
what the well-ordering of 5, is like.

In order to take care of conditions (a) and (e) we must establish
a well-ordering on Sv ; and this coincides with [3]. First we rank the

admissible V-traps according to their norm as required by (a). More-

over, if two traps have distinct norms, say lip II,
then every branch v of Rang f has norm II v II - lip &#x3E; ~~ p’ ~~ , thus

v ~ [P’], i.e. Br(Rang f ) n Br([P’]) - 0. So it will be enough to prove
that the analogue of (c) holds for a suitable well-ordering of ~:, the
set of admissible V-traps of a fixed norm ð. We construct such a well-
ordering on ~:: Given any p = ( f, P, ~) E ~~, 9 the support [P] is

countable, so [P] contains at most 2No many branches. Together with
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condition (b) this implies that

has cardinality at most By induction, this is true for each of

the sets

as well as for their union . To each p e S§ we have

now associated a subset such that p e D(p), 1 2No and
p’ E D(p) implies Do(p’) C D(p). The last of these three conditions

means that for p’, p" from D ( p ), p’ 0 D ( p ) follows Do ( p’ )
and thus Br(Rang f " ) n Br ( [P’ ] ) == 0. Put an arbitrary well-ordering
on the set d = For each D E d write

Then the D* (D E d ) form a partition of 5"’ v in which each part has
cardinality at most 2No. Put a well-ordering of type on each
D* and require that p’  p" whenever p’ E D*, p" E E* and D  E.
However, if p’, p" belong to the same D*, use the well-ordering of D*.
Now suppose p’  p" and there are at least 2No many members of S)
between p’ and p". Then there must be E, D E d with p’ E E*, p" E D*
and E  D, since each part of the above partition has order type
2No. Now E = D(p) for some p E T6, and p’ E D(p), D(p)
implies Br(Rang f’) r1 as we have previously noted. This
is the desired analogue of (c).

We still have to take care of condition (d). So let X, 99 be as in (d).
First we show that there are numerous admissible traps p = ( f, I P)
(not necessarily with the right norm) that catch X and i.e. satisfy
condition (d). Only later we show that this can be achieved by an
admissible We defines recursively admissible sequences 
so that the corresponding admissible trap catches g~ and X and at
recursion step n the partial trap Pn e Sn can be chosen to have an
arbitrarily large norm. At step 0 there is Po c- C since X
is countable. Of course II Po II can be chosen arbitrarily large. As there
is only one embedding /o:~~=02013~T we let po = ( f o , .Po , g~ ~’ ~’o ).
Suppose po ..., p, have already been defined. We must put

C((p;);,) to satisfy (a1 ) ; to achieve (a2) we must add at most
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countably many elements to Pn to obtain a suitable E C, which
is possible by (1.3)(a). Again, enlarging offers no problem, so

can be chosen to be of arbitrarily large norm. Now the partial
trap is given by pn+1 = (fn+l’ 7 Pn+l I P n+l). The recursion
proceeds for all n  m. Any sequence constructed in this manner is
admissible and the associated traps catch .X and (p.

Now we turn to the problem of finding an admissible V-trap.
Let is a strictly increasing and
Ya = {1] E Y :  a for all n E dom (1])} (a  cf 2). Clearly

Further let be a strictly increasing ro-continuous sequence of
ordinals Âa  I converging to I. By transfinite induction on a  cf A
we define admissible sequences such that the associated
admissible traps pa satisfy for each a  cf Â

The p~~~ occuring in (6) are defined simultaneously: they
are partial traps of length - 1 such that for all a  cf 1

(7) p(,) is an initial segment of an admissible sequence of partial
traps whose associated trap catches X and q, whenever q E Ya .

For a = 0 we merely require po to be an admissible trap catching X
and with 11Po II &#x3E; Âo. Note that Yo = ø. Now let 0  a  cf A and

suppose we have found already and p(n) (q e Y 13) for all B  «
such that conditions (2)-(8) holds for all First suppose

DC == f3 + 1 is a successor ordinal and q E Ya ; is already defined
if Y ø. Suppose q = cJ f3 for some You ~~b~. Then we let

p(r¡)== where n = Z(r~) - 1 ~ fn = if

and = 0 if n = 0. Now is chosen in accordance
with (a2 ) and such that 11 Pn &#x3E; 11 and This takes care
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of conditions (7) and (8) for a. Now sup ( ~~,a, 
q E Y«))  A, we let pa be any admissible trap catching X and whose
norm is larger than this supremum. Thus conditions (3)-(6) hold
for a.

Now suppose a is a limit ordinal. First observe that the p(~) ,
c- Ya , have already been defined. If cf (a) = co choose a strictly
increasing sequence with limit a. Then + 1 E Y« for
all n C cv and we let = (.~ Then p,, is indeed an
admissible trap catching X and cp by (7). To verify (4) observe only
that IIP(a ~~+~) II &#x3E; 11Pa(n)II 11 for all n  co by conditions (6)
and (8). Again, conditions (2)-(8) hold for a. If cf (a) &#x3E; ro, we can
choose any admissible trap pa catching .X and cp, merely requiring

II &#x3E;  a~ . Thus the recursion proceeds for all a  cf A.
Now conditions (3), (4) and (5) imply that the function s mapping

ex E cf Â onto s(a) = 11 is strictly increasing, co-continuous and un-
bounded in A. Therefore Rang (s) is an w-dosed unbounded subset

of .52. If Rang (s) denotes the closure of Rang (s) in the order topology,
then Rang (s) r1 S~ = Rang (s) r1 S2 and Rang (s) is a closed unbounded
subset of A. Hence Rang (s) intersects the stationary set V C S~ non-
trivially, i.e. there is an admissible V-trap catching .X and 99. q.e.d.

2. The construction.

We begin by decomposing the stationary set SZ into two disjoint
stationary subsets V and V’. We shall apply the stationary black
box (1.7). So let Pa, cpa) (a  A*) be the transfinite sequence of
V-traps from (1.7). As a technical device let oo denote a fixed ele-
ment not in ~.

(2.1) Let p  A* and assume that we have found an ascending
chain of pure A-submodules Ga (a C ,u) of ~ and elements b,6
(~8 + 1 C It) of .~ such that, for a 

tia) for a11 fl C a.

If p = 0, we put

(II,) Go = B

and if It is a limit ordinal, we take
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If ft = a + 1 is a successor ordinal, we distinguish cases:

(i) It is possible to choose a branch va of Rang fa, elements
ga, ga from Pa and y ba in such a way that and each of the

following conditions is satisfied: 
"

(lVa) either (strong version) ba = or (weak version) ba = oo.

We use the strong version, whenever possible, and in this case we
call a strong. Otherwise « will be called weak.

(ii) If (i) is not satisfied, we call a useless and take Ga+1= Ga,
ga = 0, ba = oo, so satisfying in this case as well. (We will
show in (2.6) that this case never arises.)

In every case (I,~) is obviously satisfied. The recursion therefore

proceeds for allu  A* and gives rise to a pure A-submodule G = U Ga
of 1-3. We will show that End (G) = A. a~*

For a subset U of T and v C ~, we Il : 
We begin with the simple but crucial

(2.2) RECOGNITION LEMMA: Let Then there is a uni-

quely determined strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals

such that

(disjoint union), where

U a(i) are infinite subsets of Va(i) (0 ~ i o k) and F is finite;
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PROOF: Clearly ~ i

7

thus there is s c 8 such that

for some b E B, a(i)  A* and

Since we may assume ga(2)ai =1= 0 and further w.l.o.g. «(o) &#x3E;

&#x3E; a(1 ) &#x3E; ... &#x3E; a(Z). We let so sat-

isfying condition (a). Of course, the a(i)’s are not useless, therefore
indeed because by (1.6)(c). Now by con-
dition (IIIa(i))

is an infinite subset of ’Va (i) . Since the intersection of two distinct
branches is finite and as by (1.7 ) (b ) the are pairwise distinct,
by (1.7 ) (b ), it is easy to choose and .~’ to satisfy (b). Condition

(c) follows immediately from 
The uniqueness of the sequence a(i) (o  I  k) follows from the ob-

servation that it is determined by [g] : look at those branches va which
possess infinite subsets contained in [g] ; then those with the maximal
norm give us a(0), ..., a(k).

(2.3) DEFINITION: Let be any ordinal. The constant branch
w = w(a) on a is the set w =  (ol, where (JnEnÂ is defined by

= 0153 for i  n.

(2.4) COROLLARY. Let g E G.

(a) g E B if and only if [g] is finite.

(b ) For v as in (2.2)(b) an infinite subset of a constant branch is
never contained in ~[g].

(c) 11 g ~~ is never in V’.

PROOF: (a ) and ( b ) are obvious. To verify (c ) note that the norm
of an element from l~ is always a successor ordinal and that the norms
of the branches occuring in (2.2) belong to V.

It will follow from the next lemma that there are no useless or-
dinals. It will also play an important role in the final stage of the proof
of our main theorem.

(2.5) LEMMA. Let and v  Suppose we have for
each branch v of Rang f a elements gv E 13 of the form g~, = g~ + gv
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such that llg0vll  v, AnnA (gv) = AnnA (gv), [gv] = v and [gva] is either

empty or infinite. Then there exists a branch v of Rang f a such that

PROOF. Suppose not. Then for each 1) E there exists

C a such that Ga+1(v). By (IV p) we have bg = E PP
and there exists = sv c Si a = av E A with gva E Ga; since bo 0 Ga
by (Ia) and since Ga is pure in # certainly 0. But then it fol-
lows from our assumptions that [gva] = is an infinite subset
of v. The recognition lemma applied to sbp - gva yields that an
infinite subset of v is contained in [bp], because the branches v.
(y  a) have at most finitely many members with v in common. Now
b~ E P-0 implies [bo] C and as [PO] is a subtree of T, v is contained
in [P0]. This is possible only if B  a + 2No by (1.7)(c).

Summarizing we have found for each v E Br(Rang f a ) an ordinal
fl(v ) and af) E A, such that

Now it is clear that there are fewer than 2No many distinct thus
there are two distinct branches v, w of Rang f a with fl(v) == 

Choosing a common multiple t = 8v t1 = 8w t2 in S we find

Arguing as before we conclude that an infinite subset of v must lie in
and this is impossible because v, w are distinct branches.

(2.6 ) COROLLARY. There are no useless ordinals. An ordinal a C ~’~
is strong or weak according as lies outside or in G, resp.

PROOF. Let a  2* and Py- = P(X, W) where the pure submo-
dule .X’ of H is countably generated by nonzero elements xn E X
(n  ro). Decompose co into countably many pairwise disjoint count-
able subsets Yn (n  to). For v = w) c- Br(Rang f a), l(ai) = i,
we define by [g’] = v and = when i E Yn, where
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we have written for the element of H corresponding to 
Then Ann, (g’) = Ann, (P) and is infinite whenever g§a # 0,
because for each multiples of occur infinitely often in g~ .
Taking g’ = 0 the previous lemma delivers a branch v of Rang f a
such that the conditions of case (i) in (2.1) are satisfied for ga = ga = gv .

The second assertion is obvious looking at (IVa) in (2.1).

(2.7) LEMMA: G is cotorsion-free.

PROOF: We need to show that Hom (JSy G) = 0. Suppose there
is some nonzero homomorphism O: -S - G. Let g = 1 l/J e G. Con-

tinuity of 0 implies [g] for each n E jR. Thus if [g] were finite
so were [nO] and 1m f/J ç B would follow from (2.4)(a). But B is

visibly cotorsion-free. If for some non-zero n E .R the support [nO]
is finite we are also done. So suppose and let a(0) &#x3E; a(1 ) &#x3E;

&#x3E; ...&#x3E; a(k) and v be as in (2.2). If &#x3E; &#x3E; ... &#x3E; is the cor-

responding sequence for nf/J E G",B, then either (~ C 11 or

... , c ~a(o), ... , a(k)~. In both cases we have for 7: E T

with that E Thus there are induced homomorphisms
- Hr given by nwr = (nO),. Since H,!2t~ H is cotorsion-free,

all of these must vanish which contradicts O # 0.

3. Strongness.

We call an element y E B strong with respect to some p E End (13)
if G + yA)*. The goal of this section is to prove the following

(3.1) PROPOSITION: For each q E End (G)EA there is a strong
element with respect to g~.

We split the proof into several lemmas according to the various
easels. We begin with a simple case.

(3.2) DEFINITION: An endomorphism cp of G is too large if for

each there are sequences and such

that for all n  co
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where

(3.3) LEMMA: If the endomorphism of G is too large, then there
is a strong element with respect to 99.

PROOF: Let 99 be too large. It is easily verified by a diagonal
argument that the set C of the suprema of the ordinal sequences in
the above definition is ro-closed and unbounded. Furthermore

and therefore for the club C generated by C,
because by assumption V’CQ is stationary. Hence we have 

and satisfying conditions (3.2)(a)-(d) above and ad-
ditionally We claim that is the desired

strong element. Otherwise there are s E S, a e A and g E G such that
a) = g. As both y~p and ya have norm at most a, so has g.

, therefore

where i . On the other side

for Subtraction of these two equations gives

Now if m is large enough to force qi(,.) = st for some t E S, multi-

plication by t yields

a contradiction.
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(3.4) LEMMA: Let be not too large. Then there is
a strong element with respect to q or there is some s E A and
oc C ~, such that for all b E B with a[b] = [b] we have 11 b (sgg - a) a.

PROOF: Since p is not too large, the construction of sequences
in (3.2) has to break down at some stage, say the n-th stage. Since
it is easy to take care of conditions (a), (b), (c), there are for all b E B
with a[b] = [b] and all m &#x3E; i(n) elements E A such that

where s = q;(n). We fix b for the moment and show that is a

convergent sequence in the S-topology with limit (b8gg)fbll where we
have written gU for We may assume w.l.o.g.

a E V’. Now (*) implies that for the q-th coordinate
(bs92),7 is zero, since H is S-reduced. Thus the norm of any branch

occurring in [bsq] is at most a and is indeed less than a since a E Y’.
Hence = ga + b’ with ga E G~ and b’ E B, [b’] C [b]. Actually
b’= (bsgg),,,. Now (*) reads as b’ - bab,m E qmB (m &#x3E; i(n)), i.e. bab,m
converges to (bs(p)fbl as claimed.

Next we consider endomorphisms fn of H for each q E aT defined
as follows: for h E g let h~ be the element of B for which [hn] C ~~~
and = h ; it is straightforward to check that hfn: = 
defines an endomorphism of H. The next step is to show that fn = fn,
for all q, 17’ E aT. To this end fix 17 =1= q’ and consider the elements

+ hn’ for h E H. We have shown that converges to
- + But this limit element has two identical

components, since all the members of the approximating sequence
have so, too. Thus = hfn, and fn = f1/1 = f follows.

Now we wish to show that f is indeed multiplication by some a E A.
Let fl be an ordinal &#x3E; a and let w = w(fJ) be the associated constant
branch. For every at most countable subset F of H we choose an

element yF e 3 such that [yF] = w and for each h e F suitable nonzero
multiples of h occur infinitely often in yF . If YF is a strong element
with respect to q, we are done. So suppose yF is not a strong element
for every F. So there are n(F)  co such that E G + YFA.
We choose n(F) to be minimal with this property and obtain

all’) = gF E G for some all’ E A. Now for every 17 E aTBw
we have = 0 and if 77 E w, then gp(q) is a non-zero multiple of
h(qn(p) f - aF). By (2.4)(b) almost all gF(17) (~ E w) must be zero. But
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multiples of h occur infinitely often in thus = 0.
Now for F’ C F we find F’ (qn(F) j - = 0 and therefore

which implies n(F’)  n(F) by the minimal choice of n(I"). If

sup = ro, there would be a strictly increasing
sequence  n(I’2)  ... which would exceed n(F) after finitely
many steps, where F = U Fn is countable. This is impossible since

n  co

n(F) ~ n(Fi) for all i  roo Therefore

and we find sF e S with qn = Then = 0 for all
at most countable subsets F of H. Thus is a net converging to
qn f in the N1-topology of End (H). By assumption, A is a closed sub-
algebra of End (H) and therefore The purity of A in
End (H) finally yields that f is multiplication by some element a E A.
Summarizing, we have 11 b(sgg - a) a for all b E B with a[b] = [b]
as desired.

PROOF OF (3.1): By (3.3) and (3.4) there are and
ot C ~ such that for all x E B with a[x] == [x] we have - a) a,
if there is no strong element for q. Now let w = w(p) be any constant
branch for some P &#x3E; a. Choose any element y E 13 with [y] = w and
such that [ya’] is either empty or infinite for every a’ E A. If y is not
strong we find some q = and a’ E A such that

lies in G. But the first term has norm less than a, therefore [y(ta - a’)]
is finite and a fortiori empty. Thus a) E G. Suppose this holds
for all constant branches a). Now if 0, then its
extension to 1-3 cannot map all j6 into G, since by (2.7) G is cotorsion-
free. So pick x c- f3 with a) 0 G. Choose a constant branch
w = for 11 and as above with the addi-
tional requirement
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This is possible because [x] is countable. Now x -f- y is a strong ele-
ment for 92. If it is not, there is some q = 8. t E S and a’e A with

Since a) E G also a’) - y(a’ - ta) E G. But the left hand
summand has norm less than fl, whereas the support of the second
summand is a subset of w(fl), which by (2 .4 ) (b ) has to be finite and is
actually empty by the assumption on y. Now a’) = ta),
because Ann, (y) c Ann, (x), and a) E G follows, contradicting
the choice of x.

So we have found strong elements with respect to q in all cases
except when sq = a for some s E S, a E A. But by the purity of A in
End (H), it is clear that p itself is multiplication by some element
from A. q.e.d.

4. The main theorem.

Now we are ready to complete the proof of our

(4.1) MAIN THEOREM: Let A be an infinite cardinal with cf (~,) &#x3E; co

and 1~ be a commutative ring with unit different from 0, S a countable,
multiplicatively closed subset of non-zero divisors of R such that

= 0. If A is an .R-algebra and H a faithful right A-module of
ses

cardinality then the following are equivalent:

(a) H is a cotorsion-free R-module such that A is a pure sub-
algebra of End (H~) which is closed in the N,-topology of End (H).

(b) There exists a cotorsion-free .R-module G of cardinal A"--
such that

(1) End (G) is topologically isomorphic to .~, where End (G)
is equipped with the finite topology and A carries the
topology induced by the Ki-topology on End (H).

(2) G contains an (S-)dense and pure A.-submodule B which
is isomorphic to a direct sum of A many copies of H.
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PROOF: Implication (b) =&#x3E; (a) has been shown in section 0. For
the converse let G be the module constructed in section 2. Then

(b ) (2 ) is immediate. We have already shown in (2.7) that G is cotorsion-
free. It is also clear that A is a subring of End (G) since A acts faith-
fully on G. Next we show End (G) = A. So suppose for a contradic-
tion that there is some p E End (G)BA. We denote the extension of p
to Ê also by 99. By (3.1) there is a strong element y E Ê with respect
to 99, i.e. + yA)*. Now the stationary black box (1.6) pro-
vides an a  A* such that y, y99 E ii &#x3E; II yep II and rp I pa = cpa.
We have to show that a is strong because gives
the desired contradiction.

Let v be any branch of Rang ( f a). We choose an element E P (X
with [gl] = v, (g~ ) Z E Hr for all 7: E T, Ann~ (91) = AnnA (Pa ) and 
is infinite whenever a e (Px). This can be done as in the

proof of (2.6). We claim that there exists s = 8’1) E ~0,1~ such that
g~ + 8Y is strong with respect to 99. If not, there are s E A
with (gl + as ) E Ga . The usual subtraction gives

As Ily(slp - al ) II  11 and the recognition lemma (2.2) implies that
[g~ (ao - is finite, hence it is empty. But then al ) E Ga C G
follows contradicting the choice of y. Setting = the assump-
tions of (2.5) are satisfied. It follows that for some branch v of

we have (~  a). Therefore a is indeed

strong and End (G) is proved.
It remains to show that the topology 7:0 inherited from the finite

topology on End (G) via the identification End (G) = A coincides
with the topology z$ induced by the N1-topology of End (H) regard-
ing ~. as a subalgebra of End (H~). Let F be a finite subset of G. Then
each g E F has at most countable support and each g(n) (q E [g])
can be approximated by countably many elements of H. The collec-
tion F* of all these elements for all g E e [g] is countable and

Ann~ (F*) C AnnA (F) follows easily. Thus c 7:H. Now let F* be a
countable subset of H. By (1.7 ) (d) there is a trap pa such that

for and (cf. (1.3) also). Then

AnnA Ann, (F*). But in the construction (2.1) the element

ga E G was chosen to satisfy AnnA (ga) = AnnA (Pa). Thus 7:H ç 7:9 and
~c$ = z~ follows.
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5. Appendix: The black box for 

The given proof is similar to [19], however we will replace the
model theoretic argument by a simple counting argument. In sec-

tion 1 we considered the case ef (~,) &#x3E; ro, hence we assume that the
cardinal A satisfies A &#x3E; cv = cf (A). Choose a strictly increasing se-

quence of regular cardinals

Next we define a tree .1 and its branches

In order to introduce an ordering  on T, we fix a proper ultra-
filter D on roo Then

In particular, we have a canonical map ’.
induces a total ordering on (T /D, ). Clearly

(b) There are a regular cardinal u with and a map

such that the composite ~*) is an order

preserving embedding.

(c) Moreover, y for there exists E  p with g  E* and
Ân-l divides $*(n) for 

The cardinal u is used for the definition of a norm in place of cf (A).
Define : T -+ ft (g - 1/ g II = min ($  g  ~*} ). The norm func-
tion can be extended to countable subsets X C k as follows. Since
X’ E T for X’ _ with Xn = sup (X n ~,n), also ]] = IIX’ll II E ,u,
which extends 1111.

Similar to § 1 we define a trap. From now on we adopt (1.2), (1.3)
and (1.4). In particular S, denotes all partial traps of length n.
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(5.2) DEFINITION: A trap p is a triple p = ( f , P, g~) where
is a tree embedding, a canonical submodule and

q E Hom (P, P) satisfying the three conditions:

(a) Rang g C [P]

(b) [P] is a subtree of T

(c) There exists (a unique) ordinals of cofinality ro such
that v  ~* and 0*  v for all 0  $ and all branches
v E Br (Rang f). We say that p has norm $, i.e. Ilp 11 ~.

We claim

(5.3) THE BLACK BOX FOR cf (~,) = c~. Assertion (1.7) holds in this
setting for and A &#x3E; w = cf (A).

Inspection of (1.7) shows, that the proof of (5.3) rests on

(5.4) THE EXISTENCE OF TRAPS. For any countable subset X of B
and O E End B there exists a trap p = (I, P, p) such that X C P and
O l P = p.

Similar to (1.7), the proof of (5.4) is based on a trivial

(5.5) CODING-LEMMA :

(1) There exist coding-functions cdn : So X ... X Sn (n e cv)
such that

is injective.

(2) There are coding functions en : I, - Ân (nEro) such that any
a which is divisible by and any y C ~,n satisfy

The proof is similar to (1.5). In case (5.5)(2) decompose w = U Wr
rco

into countable sebsets Wr . If fl and fl = wk + t with t  col
define cn(fJ) = 7~ if t E W’,.. Then (2) holds, since 
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Finally we want to show (5.4) without model theoretic arguments:
We say that a sequence of partial traps is

permitted if

(0) is an extension, i.e.

(1 ) is partially closed, i.e.

Let P denote the set of all permitted sequences of partial traps. We
want to show that there exists such that

is a trap with (5.4).
Clearly (5.2) (a), (b) hold and it is easy to satisfy Po and
= cpn in (5.4) by the choice of p, . However, we have to work

for (5.2)(c):
The idea is simple: We try inductively to construct the right p

with (5.2 ) (c) and use the information from each attempt at the next
one. After co attempts a diagonal process will give the right trap.

Let for all i E dom (g)l. Inductively, we
"

construct partial traps Pam E sm (m  ro) and ordinals ~(n) for each
n = dom (g), g iE5 Y with the following properties

(3) If h : ro -?- ro with h(n)  n, then

(6) If m &#x3E; dom (g) and q E then

If n = 0, we choose any (po.).,. in P such that X C Po. and
Moreover ~(0) = 11 Po 11 - ·

Suppose Pum (m  co), ~ (i) (i  n), dom g  n has been defined. We
will construct p,. (m  ro) for dom g = n + 1 and ~(n + 1) with (3)-(6):
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Choose pQm = P = for m E dom (g) by induction. If m = n -)- 1,
we can use (5.5) to extend the three embedding such that

for some yn with and

Choose Pam as required in (1).
It is easy to define Pam for m &#x3E; dom g = n + 1 such that (1) (2)

and (4) hold. Finally, pick $(n + 1) by condition (5). Hence P contains
a subset of elements which satisfies (3)-(6).

We want to find a function h : co with h(n) ~ n (n  (0) such
that and satisfies (5.2 ) (c). Then p is

the desired trap in (5.4). If $ = sup $(n), let

and apply the easy filter argument from S. Shelah [19, p. 57]: if
v E Br (Rang f ) and W = {n E w: $(0 )* (n)  ~*(n)~, then W E D from
~(0)*  ~, hence

Also

If n E W, then

hence v  ~*.
It remains to show
Since
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In particular, and

implies ~(i)*  v.
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